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Abstract text 

Visually impaired people (VIP) can experience diff icult ies in navigating urban environments. They 
mostly depend on the environment’s infrastructure or technical solutions l ike smartphone apps for 
navigation. However apps typical ly use visual and audio feedback, which can be ineffective, 
distracting and dangerous. Haptic feedback in the form of vibrations can complement where 
visual and audio fal l  short, reducing the cognit ive load.  

Existing research into wayfinding using haptic feedback to better support navigation for the 
visually impaired often rel ies on custom tacti le actuators and the use of mult iple vibration motors. 
Although these solutions can be effective, they are often impractical in every day l i fe or are 
st igmatizing due to their unusual appearance.  

To address this issue we propose a more modular system that can be easily integrated in 
commercial ly available smartwatches. Based on exist ing research we present a tacti le 
communication method uti l iz ing the vibrotacti le actuator of a smartwatch to provide VIP with 
wayfinding information that complements visual and audio feedback. Current smartwatches 
contain a single tacti le actuator, but can st i l l  be used by focusing on navigation patterns. These 
patterns are based on research in personal orientation and mobil i ty training with VIP. For 
example, a vibration pattern is used to represent a concept l ike ‘attention’, ‘ left ’  or ‘stairs’ 
directing the navigator’s attention towards audio or visual information or to the environment.  

In next phase of this research we wil l  conduct several focus groups and co-creation sessions with 
VIP and orientation and mobil i ty experts to further specify the requirements and test our 
proposed tacti le method. In the future, this method could be integrated in exist ing navigation 
apps using commercial ly available devices to complement visual and audio information and 
provide VIP with addit ional wayfinding information via haptic feedback.  
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